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ERRORS IS HISTORY.

There is a great deal of rhetorical
fustian in newspaper editorials on

the present war between Greece and

Tuikn The big daily at Portland,
in Us disparaging comments on the

valor of the modern Greeks, should

adhere to facts, and not follow school

"histories" in exploiting its knowl-

edge of the famous actions of an- -

statements are t0 the standard
a par with uie one it recently

made that French history 'Water-

loo is sometimes called the battle of

Quatre Eras." The Statesmen asked

for its authority, but response has

yet been made.
In its paragraph on the war now

raging, the aforesaid daily slashes

right and left with perfect reckless- -

ne uw u. ;

indent instead : ,i, i

the head for its facts. It
says Xerxes led 1.000.000 Persians-int-

Greece in the third invasion
(ptuy, what was the first invasion:)
when the Father of History declares
positively that there were 2,041.010
fijihting men. 300.000 of whom were
Greeks in the service of Persia, be-

sides as many more non combatants,
makina a grand total .J.2S3.220
men that Xerxes, son of Darius, led
to Thermopylae, exclusive of women
who made bread, and concubines,

other attendants, besides beasts
of burden and Indian dogs, which
one could number.

The big daily also speaks Leon- - j

idoa' -- deathless 300." Had the j

editor referred more carefully to his j

school history he would have found
i

the statement that the 300 all died. ;
j

including Leonidas himself. That
is also the opinion generally received

the- - all died, and were not 'leath.
less.'' The fact, however, is that i

j

only of the 300 actually fell in

the battle, as anyone will find by
consulting the only original author-- '
ny. JMirtliermore, they were not
buried on Mount Olympus, but were

history which Oregonian editor
unwittingly adopts, in

the great mass of loese writers and
declainiers. of Thermop- -
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tus shows that four of
slain in the conflict. So much

for the mistakes of and en-

cyclopedias, winch lead astray so
superficial writers, who

mislead myriads of readers. Salem

Statesman.

examination, taking
place today, naturally suggests the

of the which

examinations are made. At
the quarterly examination

of the applicants failed to
the examination being a very difli- -

cult one. In conversation with a

prominent the state
i he suggested that the ex- -

animations were made harder
.some of its stca(ilv nf)t incrcase

on
in

no

of Uliciency. but in the interests
the schools. normal
graduates do not to pass the
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yet are allowed to

They a
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